At present there is a system to weigh the Mix- Material of Bituminous work prepared in Hot Mix Plant at the Weigh - bridge situated at plant site. The weight of the mix material is verified by the Junior Engineer posted at Plant. The weighing slip is sent to paver site with the loaded tipper to use the mix material on road.

In this connection it has been noticed that the weight of the mix material which is verified by junior Engineer at plant site when weighed on another Weigh-bridge does not tally with the weight mentioned in the weighing slip. Recently during a surprise check a case has been noticed in Sawaimadhopur district where the weight of mix material mentioned for four tippers found different when weight was taken on private Weigh-bridge. This is a serious lapse, as the mix- material is a very costly material.

Therefore it is enjoined upon all Additional Chief Engineers, Superintending Engineers, Executive Engineers and Assistant Engineers of this department as well as Executive Engineers and Assistant Engineers of Survey and Investigation and Quality control divisions to check the weight of the mix-material in transit frequently during their inspections.

The details of such checking be compiled at Zone level and consolidated report be sent to this office weekly.

Please acknowledge the receipt of this circular.

(H.L. Mina) 25-7-2002

Chief Engineer cum Addl. Secretary
PWD Rajasthan Jaipur.